Shuswap Naturalist Club Newsletter
June, 2021
Announcement:
Good news! We hope to have a meeting later this month. The plan is to have an outdoor meeting at
Blackburn Park on June 15th at 2 PM. We have contacted City Council in order to book the shelter and
will let you know when this is confirmed. I am sure we will enjoy this return to normalcy.
Thanks for all the contributions to the newsletter. It is very encouraging how active the club has been.

Update on Swallow Box Vandalism
by Di Wittner
By now, I’m guessing most of our members are well aware of all that has transpired regarding the nest
boxes along the foreshore. Those boxes outside the wetlands, (Peter Jannick Park, Kime Trail, etc.) have
not been touched and are happily hosting avian families. Because of the tremendous outpouring of
support from the community we have plenty of replacement boxes, funding for posts, and a few extras
for expansion of the project.
There has been so much media coverage, it is almost certain the perpetrator knows there are hundreds
of eyes and ears on the alert and won’t strike again. There is one obscure photo of the individual just as
he is about to take down a box. It was taken at 3:30 am on May 14th. Unfortunately, a flashlight obscures
his face so there isn’t a lot to see, though photo enhancement by authorities may change that.
Chickadees and swallows have both been
victimized. Fortunately, this all started early
enough in the breeding season that the birds can
begin again and are madly doing just that. Sadly,
many eggs were smashed and several babies died,
along with an incubating female Tree Swallow.
Despite the horror, the positive feedback from
donors, well-wishers, and hardworking volunteers
has been a beacon of light. Janet and I received
emails and phone calls from across the country, all
from nature lovers who offered to help. Patrick
Shea at MakerSpace, along with a handful of
marvelous assistants, has already built forty high-quality boxes. Several donated trail cams and the funds
to purchase more, allowed surveillance of the most sensitive nesting areas. Cash donations surpassed
expectations, offsetting losses and giving us a boost for next year.
The persistence and dedication of bird lovers in Salmon Arm, British Columbia, and across the country will
ensure our project continues and grows. I can’t thank all of the contributors enough for rallying around
our precious habitat! Whether it was fixing battered boxes, monitoring the trail, donating materials, or
simply offering words of support, every gesture has reinforced our determination to conserve and protect.
Thank you all!

Duck nesting boxes - If anyone in the club is interested in building a duck nesting box for Spring of
2022, please let Di know. (dwildlife8@gmail.com) We would like to add a few around the ponds on
Christmas Island, specifically for wood ducks, hooded mergansers and goldeneyes.
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BC Nature AGM Report - May 15
submitted by Di Wittner
BC Nature (BCN) Representative Meeting – We met via zoom prior to the AGM. This meeting
reviewed finances, carried out elections and conducted a brief workshop to identify the organization’s
future priorities. Because so many regular activities didn’t take place in 2020, BC Nature has a robust bank
account compared to most years. This could bode well for clubs who may be seeking support for upcoming
projects.
In the workshop, participants were asked the following two questions:
1. What are the most important items for BCN to spend money on?
2. What conservation work would you like BCN to focus on?
Once the submissions are gathered, BCN will provide us with a summary of responses.
Annual General Meeting - The AGM echoed some of the things covered in the rep meeting, most of
which can be read in the annual report. Again, there was a short workshop, this one on the topic of
membership drives. BCN lost 750 members in 2020 so Harry Crosby, president of BCN, did a quick
presentation on ways to attract new members. If this is something our club would like to pursue, I would
be happy to share the list.
Some of the projects undertaken by other clubs inspired me. (Oh no, Di, not another project!) Among
those that I thought might be appropriate for the Shuswap area: completion of an osprey basket made
from recycled rebar; a snake sign that educates people about the value of snakes, why they cluster where
they do, and a request for people to not harass them; fish symbols painted on city drains to remind folks
not to dump toxins; amphibian boards to protect and encourage frogs, toads and salamanders, something
that can be done in every back yard; a Tree of the Year contest; and bat detectors. There are more great
ideas in the annual report.
If the club approves, I would like to apply to the BCN foundation for funding to purchase a bat detector
next Spring. These nifty devices detect the vocalizations of active bats and identify the species! There are
many places we could set up a detector, especially along the foreshore. By moving the detector around,
we could learn a lot about population dynamics and where we might put up roosting boxes for them.
Wouldn’t we like to know more about the bats we share our bay with? This could be a joint project with
SABNES and include a display at the Brighouse Nature Center. I’d love to hear feedback on this from our
members.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Club Financial Statement May 31, 2021 - submitted by Ted Hillary
Bank Balance January 1, 2020
Receipts
Dues
Coffee
Interest
Disbursements
Web Site
BCN Annual Dues
50th Anniversary
Bank Balance May 31, 2021
Patronage

$3,297.26
1305.00
5.00
.62
103.72
1171.80
219.46

$1,310.62

$1,494.98
$3,112.90
$0.89
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Gardom Lake Stewardship Society
-

a note from its president, Liz Winter

Thanks to the Shuswap Naturalists Club members for their visit to the wetland and turtle nesting sites in
May. I enjoyed my time spent with everyone and was impressed with the enthusiasm and joy in the
surroundings and our projects. Everyone I had the chance to speak with shared something of interest and
I found myself learning all sorts of things as the tour went on.
Gardom Lake Stewardship Society would like to extend the invitation to make this an annual event. To
see what else we are up to you can check out our website www.gardomlakestewards.org and our
facebook page. The website is currently under revision and will soon include more details about the
wetland and the turtle nesting sites.
On Canada Day we will be holding our 3rd Annual
Canadian Thistle Pull at the wetland. This is a
distanced covid safe event. Come on out and get up
close and personal with the thistles! Here are some
photos from the event last year:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/3HszQS9XM1hw9Fvk8
We welcome Liz and Gene, our newest members.

photo taken by Fern Fennel on May 6 outing

One Planet’s Worth
-

Monique Pharand

Learn more about One Planet’s Worth, a local organization with a focus on environmental issues at
Homepage - One Planet's Worth (oneplanetsworth.com).
Its goal is to create a community of environment-conscious organizations that become part of a larger
network in our region. Such a collaboration facilitates communication while encouraging the sharing of
wisdom and experiences, not to mention the advantages that come from coordinating efforts.
See others who have joined: Our Community Network - One Planet's Worth (oneplanetsworth.com)
You can register here: Register your Organization - One Planet's Worth (oneplanetsworth.com)
Monique also asks if the Shuswap Naturalists Club would like to join. Chelie, Monique’s daughter, would
be willing to do a presentation.

Great Blue Heron up-date:
The heronry near Shoemaker Road is into its 4th year and
continues to grow. The count on May 30th was 77
youngsters. Lots of squawking!!
The heronry in North Canoe continues to produce well. It
has been active now for about 20 years.
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Ring-billed Gull Count
-

by Mandy McDiarmid

I managed to get out to Christmas Island on May 29th to count gull nests. I paddle boarded over with a
fellow bird enthusiast (Paivi Sarre) and packed along 1000 candies to perform the count. When we left
the island, I only had a handful left! There were parts we couldn't access to count and some of the gulls
gobbled up the candies, making it difficult
to form a concrete number. I couldn't
believe it, around 850 nests with an
average of 2/3 eggs per nest! Most were
placed high above the water line so I
don't believe flooding will be a problem
for them this year.
Next year I will be better prepared with a
helmet and ear plugs.

The Ring-billed Gulls began nesting in the Bay shortly after Christmas Island was created. They had
abandoned their nesting area in Vernon. Although there have been a few counts done in the past, we are
very pleased that Mandy has taken on.

Western Grebe Count
-

by Di Wittner

In view of 2020’s awesome numbers, I was
hoping for something similar this year though
I’ve had a nagging feeling for the past month that
numbers weren’t actually that great. Some
grebes are nesting near the river mouth and I
was able to count heads and necks but it’s
entirely possible there were a few that were not
visible or further upstream, out of sight. Though
these numbers are somewhat disheartening, the
June count has been lower than this at times so
I’ll stay hopeful. If nests aren’t flooded, the
grebes may raise a lot of young.
Counting conditions were excellent: clear
visibility, calm water, no boats.

Date of count: June 1, 2021
Viewing Location
Raven
Viewing Platform
Beaver pond boardwalk
Wharf
PJ Park
Cannabis pullout
Sandy point
Tappen Bay
Sunnybrae park
Sunnybrae winery
Total

Adults
12
3
9
110
12
0
29
12
9
2
198
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Dancing in the Bay
- photos by Pat Hutchins

Blackburn Park Trees
- Joyce Henderson
The trees we planted are looking
great, especially the Mountain Ash.
The Red Osier Dogwood are in bloom.
Beautiful. Check them out.
A big thank you to Cathy Gillick. She
certainly is keeper of the gate key. She
is the most important person in the
watering routine.

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner
This is a nature story that was up close and personal. The other day as we were sitting down to have
supper on our deck, we heard a sudden raucous coming towards us. One Redtailed Hawk was chasing another Red-tailed Hawk. The one hawk landed on a
tree branch very close to the deck while the other flew away.
Quickly we noticed that the hawk had something in its claws, a rather large
garter snake. We began eating as did the hawk. Soon a robin appeared on a
near-by branch and began giving an alarm call. The call was a non-stop “seechseech-seech”. This continued for about 20 minutes when another robin landed
on another tree. It began giving a different call “chip-chip-chip”. Soon both
robins were repeating this second call, and then they both flew away. I assume
this last call was “all is safe”.
The hawk spent another 20 minutes grooming itself, first cleaning its talons and then wiping its beak, then
flying off, leaving in time for us to go watch Jeopardy. An interesting hour, gone by rather quickly.
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Isobel Anderson shares these photos -

penstemon and common paintbrush

Cliff Swallow tending to its young

Tour around Christmas Island and more
- Fern Fennel, sent mid-May
I did a very slow tour around Christmas Island yesterday. What a cornucopia of nature. Lots of Western
Grebes close to the Bay. Also in the beaver pond, many
Red-winged Blackbirds busy fly catching! Females anyway.
Just like flycatcher behaviour. Then I watched one take her
catch to a nest that was well camouflaged in the folded and
old bull rushes. I picked out about three nests very close to
the main trail.
I noticed Ringed-billed Gulls and carp in the lagoon, along
with Mallards, a couple of Northern Shovelers, swallows,
wigeon, etc and a huge splash in the water right beside me.
I jumped, scared out of my skin: two huge carp at edge of
lagoon thrashing like crazy.
Today I was out in my garden in the North Broadview area.
I heard such a loud chorus of skill singing. I grabbed my
bins and walked over to the neighbour’s large maple tree.
It was full of Evening Grosbeaks. Amazing. Maybe 100.
Some were feeding at her bird feeders. Also about 100
Pine Siskins. Every once in a while, they would explode
into the air and fly off to some tall fir trees. Then back.
Went on for all afternoon. “Have never seen this before,”
said a neighbour who has live here for 20 years.
The owls have fledged, three offspring, I think. (North
Broadview area.)
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Canyon Wren: Charismatic Canyon Dweller
by Roger Beardmore
For the past several years, Nan and I have tried to make at least one trip to the South Okanagan Valley to
immerse ourselves in the semi-arid shrub-land that is as beautiful as it is different from any other part of
BC, or indeed, Canada. The South Okanagan shrub-steppe is composed of an antelope-brush ecosystem
containing several unique species of flora and fauna.

View of Osoyoos Lake looking west from Anarchist Mtn. Canada is to the right and USA to the left of the image.

There are countless stories to tell about this wonderful place, but one of the unique species that inhabits
this area is a very small bird with a very large voice - the Canyon Wren!

North American breeding range

BC breeding range

Canyon Wrens (Catherpes mexicanus) are actually fairly common in dry, rocky canyons of Western North
America. They range all the way from Southern Mexican Sierra Madre, across much of the mountainous
Western portion of the USA, to their northern limit and exclusive location in Canada - the Southern Interior
of BC. The heart of their BC range is the Okanagan Valley south of Penticton.
Canyon Wrens are (non-migratory) residents of steep sided canyons, cliffs, talus slopes and rocky
outcrops, rather than any particular forest cover or plant community. Cracks and crevices in these craggy
domains provide all their principal needs: food, nesting sites and places to rest and escape from predators!
They are completely adapted to survival in dry environments that have no water whatsoever! It is thought
they get all the water they need from their insect prey. I have been fascinated with these little birds for
some time, but getting close enough to observe them closely presents some interesting challenges
considering the terrain they occupy!
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Vaseux Cliffs just south of Okanagan Falls

On the final morning of our trip, I decided to visit the Vaseux Cliffs just east of Vaseux Lake, where I soon
heard the sound of their ethereal cascading song drifting down from the steep walls above. Try the
attached link to hear it for yourself!
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Canyon_Wren/sounds
I clambered up the rocky jumble of talus to the base of the cliff, and sat down to enjoy the extraordinary
view. Canyon Wren calls began to come from several different directions, piercing the brisk morning air.
Soon, a bird emerged with its mouth full with an enormous cricket! Then another emerged with a spider,
and yet another with a beak full of mayflies.

Clearly, it was feeding time at the Canyon Wren Condo! Apparently, they eat almost any of the insects
available in their rock-pile, which they pull out of rock crevices with their finely adapted long, slender bill.
They also have some other unique aspects to their anatomy that enable them to probe their head and bill
into tight cracks without getting stuck! Their vertebral column is attached higher on the skull than on most
other birds. As well, they have a slightly flattened skull. Definite pluses for accessing reluctant bugs in tight
places!
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Some of the wrens took their prey and flew directly into the face of the cliff, where it seemed as if they
must surely suffer high velocity impact trauma! But they are amazingly agile fliers, and can safely
disappear into the rocks or cliff face in the blink of an eye! It was a rare treat to spend a few minutes with
them, and to know that, according to the North American Breeding Bird Survey (1968-2015), they are one
species that has a stable population, and are a species of low-conservation concern. Long may that status
remain!

Canyon Wrens are extremely agile fliers with short powerful wings and long tails.

References:

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Canyon_Wren/lifehistory
https://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts/speciesaccount.jsp?lang=en&sp=CAWR
All photos by: Roger Beardmore
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